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CHAPTER 7Infrastructure Security
In this chapter, you will

• Learn about the types of network devices used to construct networks
• Discover the types of media used to carry network signals
• Explore the types of storage media used to store information
• Consider the use of security zones and topologies to implement network-based

security
• Grow acquainted with basic terminology for a series of network functions related

to information security

Infrastructure security begins with the actual design of the infrastructure itself. The
proper use of the right components not only improves performance but also improves
security. Today a computing environment is not isolated from its network components.
The network components are a part of the overall computing environment and have be-
come an essential aspect of a total computing environment. From routers, switches, and
cables that connect the devices, to the firewalls and gateways that manage communica-
tion, from the network design to the protocols employed—all of these items have essen-
tial roles, from both performance and security standpoints. In the CIA of security, the A
for availability is often overlooked. Yet it is this concept, availability, that has moved
computing into this networked framework, and again it is this concept that has a signifi-
cant role in security. A failure in security can easily lead to a failure in availability, and
hence a failure of the system to meet user needs. Security failures can occur in two ways.
First, a failure can allow unauthorized users access to resources and data they are not au-
thorized to use, compromising information security. Second, a failure can prevent an
authorized user from access to resources and data they are authorized to use. This sec-
ond failure is often overlooked, but it can be as serious as the first. The primary goal of
network infrastructure security is to allow all authorized use and deny all unauthorized
use of resources.

Devices
A complete network computer solution in today’s business environment consists of
more than just client computers and servers. Devices are needed to connect the clients
and servers together and to regulate the traffic between them. Devices are also needed to
expand this network beyond simple client computers and servers to include yet other
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devices such as wireless and handheld systems. Devices come in many forms and with
many functions, from hubs and switches, to routers, wireless access points, and special-
purpose devices such as VPN devices. Each of these devices has a specific network func-
tion, and each has a role in maintaining network infrastructure security.

Workstations
Workstations are the device that most users are familiar with. These are the client com-
puters in the client/server model. The workstation is the machine that sits on a user’s
desktop and is used every day for tasks from e-mail, to spreadsheets, to application pro-
grams, even games. If a workstation is connected to a network, it is an important part of
the security solution for the network. The list of threats to security from a workstation is
large, but much can be done in a few simple steps to provide protection from many of
these threats. Although safety is a relative term, the following basic steps should increase
workstation security immensely:

• Remove unnecessary protocols such as Telnet, NetBIOS, IPX.

• Remove modems unless needed and authorized.

• Remove all shares that are not necessary.

• Rename the administrator account, securing it with a strong password.

• Remove unnecessary user accounts.

• Install an antivirus program and keep it up to date.

• If the floppy drive is not needed, remove or disconnect it.

• If there is no corporate firewall between machine and Internet, install a firewall.

• Keep the OS patched and up to date.

Antivirus Software for Workstations
Antivirus packages are available from a wide range of vendors. Running a network of
computers without this basic level of protection will be an exercise in futility. Even if a
virus attack is rare, the time and money spent cleaning it up will more than equal the
cost of protection. Even more important, once connected by networks, computers can
spread a virus between machines with even greater ease than simple floppy disk transfer.
One unprotected machine can lead to problems throughout a network as other ma-
chines have to use their antivirus software to attempt to clean up a spreading infection.
Even secure networks can fall prey to virus and worm contamination; there are even
cases of infection from commercial packages. As important as antivirus software is, it is
even more important to keep the virus definitions for the software up to date.
Out-of-date definitions can lead to a false sense of security, and many of the most po-
tent virus and worm attacks are the newest ones being developed. The risk associated
with a new virus is actually higher than for many of the old ones, which have been eradi-
cated to a great extent by antivirus software.
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Workstations are the primary mode of entry for a virus into a network. A virus is a
piece of software that must be introduced to the network and then executed on a ma-
chine. There are a lot of methods for introducing a virus to a network, but the two most
common are transfer of an infected file from another machine and e-mail. A lot of work
has gone into software to clean e-mail while in transit and at the mail server. But trans-
ferred files are a different matter altogether. People bring files from home, from friends,
from places unknown and then execute them on a PC for a variety of purposes. It doesn’t
matter if it is a funny executable, a game, or even an authorized work application—the
virus doesn’t care what the original file is, it just uses it to gain access. Even sharing of le-
gitimate work applications can introduce a virus.

The form of transfer is not an issue either; floppy, CD, or FTP, it really doesn’t matter.
When the transferred file is executed, the virus is propagated. Simple removal of floppy
disks does not adequately protect against this threat; nor does training, for users will
eventually justify a transfer. The only real defense is an antivirus program that monitors
all file movements.

Personal firewalls are another necessity if a machine has an unprotected interface to
the Internet. These are seen less often in commercial networks, as it is more cost effective
to connect through a firewall server. With the advent of broadband connections for
homes and small offices, this needed device is frequently missed. This can result in pen-
etration of a PC from an outside hacker or a worm infection. Worst of all, the worksta-
tion may become part of a larger attack against another network, unknowingly joining
forces with other compromised machines in a distributed denial of service attack.

The practice of disabling or removing unnecessary devices and software from
workstations is also a sensible precaution. If there is no need for a particular service, de-
vice, or account, disabling or removing it will prevent unauthorized use by others. Hav-
ing a standard image of a workstation and duplicating it across a bunch of identical
workstations will reduce the workload for maintaining these requirements and reduce
total cost of operations. Proper security at the workstation level can increase availability
of network resources to users, enabling the business to operate as effectively as possible.

Servers
Servers are the computers in a network that host applications and data for everyone to
share. Servers come in many sizes, from small single-CPU boxes that can be less pow-
erful than a workstation to multiple-CPU monsters up to and including mainframes.
The operating systems used by servers range from Windows Server to UNIX to MVS
and other mainframe operating systems. The OS on a server tends to be more robust
than a workstation system and is designed to service multiple users over a network at
the same time. Servers can host a variety of applications, including web servers, data-
bases, e-mail servers, file servers, print servers, and application servers for middleware
applications.
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TIP The specific security needs for a server can vary depending on the
server’s specific use, but as a minimum:

• Remove unnecessary protocols such as Telnet, NetBIOS, IPX, FTP.

• Remove all shares that are not necessary.

• Rename the administrator account, securing it with a strong password.

• Remove unnecessary user accounts.

• Keep the OS patched and up to date.

• Control physical access to servers.

The key management issue behind running a secure server setup is to identify the spe-
cific needs of a server for its proper operation and enable only items necessary for those
functions. Keeping all other services and users off the system improves system through-
put and increases security. Once a server has been built and is ready to place into opera-
tion, the recording of MD5 checksums on all of its crucial files will provide valuable
information later in case of a question concerning possible system integrity after a de-
tected intrusion.

Antivirus Software for Servers
The need for antivirus protection on servers depends a great deal upon the use of the
server. Some types of servers, such as e-mail servers, can require extensive antivirus pro-
tection because of the services they provide. Other servers (domain controllers and re-
mote access servers, for example) may not require any antivirus software, as they do not
allow users to place files on them. File servers will need protection, as will certain types
of application servers. There is no general rule, so each server and its role in the network
will need to be examined for applicability of antivirus software.

Network Interface Cards (NICs)
To connect a server or workstation to a network, a device known as a network interface
card (NIC) is used. A NIC is a card with a connector port for a particular type of network
connection, either Ethernet or Token Ring. The most common network type in use for
local area networks is the Ethernet protocol, and the most common connector is the
RJ-45 connector. Figure 7-1 shows a RJ-45 connector (lower) compared to a standard
phone connector (upper). Additional types of connectors include coax cable connec-
tors, frequently used with cable modems, from the wall to the cable modem.

The purpose of a NIC is to provide lower-level protocol functionality from the OSI
model. As the NIC defines the type of physical layer connection, different NICs are used
for different physical protocols. NICs come as single-port and multiport NICs. Most
workstations use only a single-port NIC, for only a single network connection is needed.
For servers, multiport NICs are used to increase the number of network connections, in-
creasing the data throughput to and from the network.
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Hubs
Hubs are pieces of networking equipment that connect devices using the same protocol at
the physical layer of the OSI model. The purpose for a hub is to allow multiple machines
in an area to be connected together in a star configuration with the hub as the center of the
star. This can save significant amounts of cable and is an efficient method of configuring
an Ethernet backbone. Hubs are characterized as having all connections share a single col-
lision domain. Hubs are basically simple signal conditioners that connect multiple devices
to a common signal. This is equivalent to a party line, and as network traffic increases, it
can become limited by collisions. What hubs lose in traffic management ability, they
make up for in cost, with small, eight-port hubs being available for as little as $10. The
collision issue has made hubs obsolete in newer, higher-performance networks, with
low-cost switches and switched Ethernet keeping costs low and usable bandwidth high.

Bridges
Bridges are pieces of networking equipment that connect devices using the same protocol at
the physical layer of the OSI model. Bridges can reduce collisions by separating pieces of a
network into two separate collision domains, but this only cuts the collision problem in
half. Although this is useful, a better solution is to use switches for network connections.

Switches
Switches form the basis for connections in most Ethernet-based local area networks. Al-
though hubs and bridges still exist, in today’s high-performance network environment
switches have replaced hubs and bridges. A switch has separate collision domains for
each port. This means for a particular port, there are two collision domains; one from
the port to the client on the downstream side and one from the switch to the network
upstream. When full duplex is employed, collisions are virtually eliminated from the
two nodes, host and client. This also acts as a security factor in that a sniffer can see only
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limited traffic, as opposed to a hub-based system, where a single sniffer can see all of the
traffic to and from connected devices.

As switches have replaced lower-level network equipment such as hubs and bridges,
they are also moving into the network layer of the OSI model. Switches originally oper-
ated at the data-link layer, with routing occurring at the network layer. New breeds of
switches can now switch at the network layer, bringing switching speed to network layer
path optimization. For intranets, switches have become what routers are on the
Internet—the device of choice for connecting machines.

Switches can also perform a variety of security functions. Switches work by moving
packets from inbound connections to outbound connections. While moving the pack-
ets, it is possible to inspect the packet headers and enforce access control lists. Access
control lists (ACLs) act as a series of rules governing whether a packet is allowed or
blocked from a connection. This is the very function that a firewall uses for its determi
nation, and this same functionality is what allows an 802.1x device to act as an edge device.

NOTE ACLs can be a significant effort to establish and maintain. Creating
them is a straightforward task, but judicious use of this capability will yield
security benefits with a limited amount of maintenance. This can be very
important in security zones such as a DMZ and at edge devices, blocking

undesired outside contact while allowing known inside traffic.

Virtual Local Area Networks
The other security feature that can be enabled in switches is the concept of virtual local
area networks (VLANs). Cisco defines a VLAN as a “broadcast domain within a switched
network,” meaning that information is carried in broadcast mode only to devices within
a VLAN. Switches that allow multiple VLANs to be defined enable broadcast messages to
be segregated into the specific VLANs. If each floor of an office were to have a single
switch and you had accounting functions on two floors, engineering functions on two
floors, and sales functions on two floors, then separate VLANs for accounting, engineer-
ing, and sales would allow separate broadcast domains for each of these groups, even
ones that spanned floors. This increases network segregation, increasing throughput
and increasing security.

Unused switch ports can be preconfigured into empty VLANs that do not connect to
the rest of the network. This significantly increases security against unauthorized net-
work connections. If a building is wired with network connections in all rooms, includ-
ing multiple connections for convenience and future expansion, then these unused
ports become open to the network. One solution is to disconnect the connection at the
switch, but this merely moves the network opening into the switch room. The better so-
lution is to disconnect it and disable the port in the switch. One method for doing this is
to connect all unused ports into a VLAN that isolates them from the rest of the network.

One of the security concerns with switches is that, like routers, they are intelligent
network devices and are therefore subject to hijacking by hackers. Should a hijacker
break into a switch and change its parameters, it would be possible to eavesdrop on spe-
cific or all communications, virtually undetected. Switches are commonly administered
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using the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP), which has a serious weak-
ness in that it involves sending passwords across the network in the clear. A hacker
armed with a sniffer that observes maintenance on a switch can capture the administra-
tive password. This gives the hacker the ability to later come back to the switch and con-
figure it as an administrator. An additional problem is that switches are shipped with
default passwords, and if not changed when set up, they offer an unlocked door to a hacker.

CAUTION To secure a switch, it is important to disable all access protocols
other than a secure serial line, or a secure protocol such as Secure Shell
(SSH). Using only secure methods to access a switch will limit the exposure
to hackers and malicious users. Maintaining secure network switches is even

more important than securing individual boxes, for the span of control to intercept data is
much wider on a switch, especially if reprogrammed by a hacker.

Routers
Routers are network traffic management devices used to connect different network seg-
ments together. Routers operate at the network layer of the OSI model, routing traffic
using the network address (typically an IP address) utilizing routing protocols to deter-
mine optimal routing paths across a network. Routers form the backbone of the
Internet, moving traffic from network to network, inspecting packets from every com-
munication as they move traffic in optimal paths.

Routers operate by examining each packet, looking at the destination address, and
using algorithms and tables to determine where to send the packet next. This process of
examining the header to determine the next hop can be done in quick fashion. It is also
possible to examine the source address and determine whether or not to allow a packet
to pass. This allows routers equipped with ACLs to drop packets according to rules. This
can be a cumbersome process to set up and maintain, and as the list grows in size, rout-
ing efficiency can be decreased. It is also possible to configure some routers to act as
quasi–application gateways, performing stateful packet inspection and using contents
as well as IP addresses to determine whether or not to permit a packet to pass. This can
tremendously increase the time for a router to pass traffic and can significantly decrease
router throughput. Configuring ACLs and other aspects of setting up routers for this
type of use are beyond the scope of this book.

One serious operational security concern of routers is over the access to a router and
control of its internal functions. Like a switch, a router can be accessed using SNMP and
programmed remotely. Because of the geographic separation of routers, this can be-
come a necessity, for many routers in the world of the Internet can be hundreds of miles
apart, in separate locked structures. Physical control over a router is absolutely neces-
sary, for any device, be it server, switch, or router, if physically accessed by a hacker
should be considered compromised, and thus such access must be prevented. As with
switches, it is important to ensure that the administrative password is never passed in
the clear, only secure mechanisms are used to access the router, and all of the default
passwords are reset to strong passwords.
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Routers come from numerous vendors and can come in sizes big and small. A typical
small home office router for use with cable modem/DSL service is shown in Figure 7-2.
Larger routers can handle traffic of up to tens of gigabytes per second per channel, using
fiber optic inputs and moving tens of thousands of concurrent Internet connections
across the network. These routers can cost hundreds of thousands of dollars and form an
essential part of e-commerce infrastructure enabling large enterprises such as Amazon
and eBay to serve multiple customers concurrently.

Firewalls
A firewall is a network device—hardware, software, or a combination—whose purpose is
to enforce a security policy across its connections. It is much like a wall that has a win-
dow: the wall serves to keep things out, except those permitted through the window (see
Figure 7-3). A security policy acts like the glass in the window; it permits some things to
pass, light, while blocking others, air. The heart of a firewall is the security policy that it
enforces.

Security policies are a series of rules that define what traffic is permissible and what
traffic is to be blocked or denied. These are not universal rules, and there are many dif-
ferent sets of rules for a single company with multiple connections. A web server con-
nected to the Internet may be configured only to allow traffic on port 80 for HTTP, and
have all other ports blocked. An e-mail server may have only necessary ports for e-mail
open, with others blocked. A key to security policies for firewalls is the same as has been
seen for other security policies—the principle of least access. Only allow the necessary
access for a function; block or deny all unneeded functionality. How a firm deploys its
firewalls determines what is needed for security policies for each firewall.

As will be discussed later, the security topology will determine what network devices
are employed at what points in a network. At a minimum, the corporate connection to
the Internet should pass through a firewall. This firewall should block all network traffic
except that specifically authorized by the security policy. This is actually easy to do:
blocking communications on a port is simple, just tell the firewall to close the port. The
issue comes in deciding what services are needed and by whom, and thus which ports
should be open and which should be closed. This is what makes a security policy useful.
The perfect security policy is one that the end user never sees and one that never allows
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even a single unauthorized packet to enter the network. As with any other perfect item, it
will be rare to find the perfect security policy for a firewall.

In order to develop a complete and comprehensive security policy, it is first necessary
to have a complete and comprehensive understanding of your network resources and
their uses. Once you know what your network will be used for, you will have an idea of
what to permit. Also, once you understand what you need to protect, you will have an
idea of what to block. Firewalls are designed to block attacks before they get to a target
machine. Common targets are web servers, e-mail servers, DNS servers, FTP services,
and databases. Each of these has separate functionality, and each of these has separate
vulnerabilities. Once you have decided who should receive what type of traffic and what
types should be blocked, you can administer this through the firewall.

How Do Firewalls Work?
Firewalls are there to enforce the established security policies. They can do this through
a variety of mechanisms, including

• Network Address Translation (NAT)

• Basic packet filtering

• Stateful packet filtering

• ACLs

• Application layer proxies

One of the most basic security functions provided by a firewall is Network Address
Translation (NAT). This service allows you to mask significant amounts of information
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from outside of the network. This allows an outside entity to communicate with an en-
tity inside the firewall without truly knowing its address.

Basic packet filtering, the next most common firewall technique, involves looking at
packets, their protocols and destinations, and checking that information against the se-
curity policy. Telnet and FTP connections may be prohibited from being established to a
mail or database server, but they may be allowed for the respective service servers. This is
a fairly simple method of filtering based on information in each packet header, like IP
addresses and TCP/UDP ports. This will not detect and catch all undesired packets, but
it is fast and efficient.

To look at all packets, determining the need for each and its data, requires stateful
packet filtering. Advanced firewalls employ stateful packet filtering to prevent several
types of undesired communications. Should a packet come from outside the network,
in an attempt to pretend that it is a response to a message from inside the network, the
firewall will have no record of its being requested and can discard it, blocking access. As
many communications will be transferred to high ports (above 1023), stateful monitor-
ing will enable the system to determine which sets of high communications are permis-
sible and which should be blocked. The disadvantage to stateful monitoring is that it
takes significant resources and processing to do this type of monitoring and this reduces
efficiency and requires more robust and expensive hardware. However, this type of
monitoring is essential in today’s comprehensive networks and given the variety of re-
motely accessible services.

As they are in routers, switches, servers, and other network devices, ACLs are a corner-
stone of security in firewalls. Just as you must protect the device from physical access,
ACLs do the same task for electronic access. Firewalls can extend the concept of ACLs by
enforcing them as well at a packet level when packet-level stateful filtering is performed.
This can add an extra layer of protection, making it more difficult for an outside hacker
to breach a firewall.

Some high-security firewalls also employ application layer proxies. As the name im-
plies, packets are not allowed to traverse the firewall, but data instead flows up to an ap-
plication that in turn decides what to do with it. For example, an SMTP proxy may
accept inbound mail from the Internet and forward it to the internal corporate mail
server. While proxies provide a high level of security by making it very difficult for an at-
tacker to manipulate the actual packets arriving at the destination, and while they pro-
vide the opportunity for an application to interpret the data prior to forwarding it to the
destination, they generally are not capable of the same throughput as stateful packet in-
spection firewalls. The trade-off between performance and speed is a common one and
must be evaluated with respect to security needs and performance requirements.

Wireless
Wireless devices bring additional security concerns. There is, by definition, no physical
connection to a wireless device. Using radio waves or infrared to carry data allows any-
one within range access to the data. This means that unless you take specific precau-
tions, you have no control over who can see your data. Placing a wireless device behind
a firewall does not do any good, for the firewall stops only physically connected traffic
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from getting to the device. Outside traffic can come literally from the parking lot directly
to the wireless device.

The point of entry from a wireless device to a wired network is performed at a device
called a wireless access point. Wireless access points can support multiple concurrent devices
accessing network resources through the network node they provide. A typical wireless ac-
cess point can be seen here.

Ill 7-1

For notebooks and PCs, a PCMCIA adapter for wireless networks is available from
several vendors. The following illustration shows one vendor’s card—note the extended
length used as an antenna. Not all cards have the same configuration, although they all
perform the same function, to enable a wireless network connection. Wireless access
points and cards must be matched by protocol for proper operation.

Ill 7-2
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NOTE To prevent unauthorized wireless access to the network, configuration
of remote access protocols to a wireless access point is common. Forcing
authentication and verifying authorization is a seamless method of performing
basic network security for connections in this fashion. These protocols are
covered in Chapter 3.

Some wireless devices, such as those intended for operation on IEEE 802.11 wireless
LANs, include security features such as the Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) protocol.
This is designed to prevent wireless sniffing of network traffic over the wireless portion
of the network. WEP is described in Chapter 3.

Modems
Modems were once a slow method of remote connection that was used to connect client
workstations to remote services over standard telephone lines. Modem is a shortened
form of modulator/demodulator, covering the functions actually performed by the device
as it converts analog signals to digital and vice versa. To connect a digital computer signal
to the analog telephone line required one of these devices. Today, the use of the term modem
has expanded to cover devices connected to special digital telephone lines—DSL
modems—and to cable television lines—cable modems. Although these devices are not
actually modems in the true sense of the word, the term has stuck through marketing ef-
forts directed to consumers. DSL and cable modems offer broadband high-speed connec-
tions and the opportunity for continuous connections to the Internet. Along with these
new desirable characteristics come some undesirable ones as well. Although they both
provide the same type of service, there are some differences between cable and DSL mo-
dems. A DSL modem provides a direct connection between a subscriber’s computer and
an Internet connection at the local telephone company’s switching station. This private
connection offers a degree of security, as it does not involve others sharing the circuit. Ca-
ble modems are set up in shared arrangements that theoretically would allow a neighbor
to sniff a user’s cable modem traffic.

Cable modems were designed to share a party line in the terminal signal area, and the
cable modem standard, the Data Over Cable Service Interface Specification (DOCSIS),
was designed to accommodate this concept. DOCSIS includes built-in support for secu-
rity protocols, including authentication and packet filtering. Although this does not
guarantee privacy, it prevents ordinary subscribers from seeing others’ traffic without
specialized hardware.

Both cable and DSL services are designed for a continuous connection, which brings
up the question of IP address life for a client. Although some services originally used a
static IP arrangement, virtually all have now adopted the Dynamic Host Configuration
Protocol (DHCP) to manage their address space. A static IP has an advantage of being
the same and enabling convenient DNS connections for outside users. As cable and DSL
services are primarily designed for client services as opposed to host services, this is not a
relevant issue. A security issue of a static IP is that it is a stationary target for hackers. The
move to DHCP has not significantly lessened this threat, however, for the typical IP
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lease on a cable modem DHCP is for days. This is still relatively stationary, and some
form of firewall protection needs to be employed by the user.

Cable/DSL Security
The modem equipment provided by the subscription service converts the cable or DSL sig-
nal into a standard Ethernet signal that can then be connected to a network interface card
(NIC) on the client device. This is still just a direct network connection, without any security
device separating the two devices. The most common security device used in cable/DSL
connections is a firewall. The firewall needs to be installed between the cable/DSL modem
and client computers. Two common methods exist for this in the marketplace. The first is
software on each client device. Numerous software companies offer Internet firewall pack-
ages, which can cost under $50. Another solution is the use of a cable/DSL router with a
built-in firewall. These are also relatively inexpensive, in the $100 range, and can be com-
bined with software for an additional level of protection. Another advantage to the router
solution is that most such routers allow multiple clients to easily share a common Internet
connection; most can also be enabled with other networking protocols such as VPN. A typi-
cal small home office cable modem/DSL router is shown in earlier Figure 7-2. The bottom
line is simple: Even if you connect only occasionally and you disconnect between uses, you
need a firewall between the client and the Internet connection. Most commercial firewalls
for cable/DSL systems come preconfigured for Internet use and require virtually no mainte-
nance other than keeping the system up to date.

RAS
Remote Access Service (RAS) is a portion of the Windows OS that allows the connection
between a client and a server via a dial-up telephone connection. Although slower than
cable/DSL connections, this is still a common method for connecting to a remote net-
work. When a user dials into the computer system, authentication and authorization are
performed through a series of remote access protocols, described in Chapter 3. For even
greater security, a callback system can be employed, where the server calls back to the cli-
ent at a set telephone number for the data exchange.

RAS can also mean Remote Access Server, a term for a server designed to permit re-
mote users access to a network and to regulate their access. A variety of protocols and
methods exist to perform this function; they are described in detail in Chapter 3. Once
connected to the RAS server, a client has all the benefits of a direct network connection.
The RAS server treats its connected clients as extensions of the network. For security pur-
poses, a RAS server should be placed in the DMZ and considered insecure. Additional
security checks can be performed at the inner DMZ firewall before access to the internal
network is granted.

Telecom/PBX
Private branch exchanges (PBXs) are an extension of the public telephone network into
a business. Although typically considered a separate entity from data systems, they are
frequently interconnected and have security requirements as part of this interconnection
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as well as of their own. PBXs are computer-based switching equipment designed to con-
nect telephones into the local phone system. Basically digital switching systems, they
can be compromised from the outside and used by phone hackers (phreakers) to make
phone calls at the business’ expense. Although this type of hacking has decreased with
lower-cost long distance, it has not gone away, and as several firms learn every year,
voice mail boxes and PBXs can be compromised and the long-distance bills can get very
high, very fast.

Another problem with PBXs arises when they are interconnected to the data systems,
either by corporate connection or by rogue modems in the hands of users. In either
case, a path exists for connection to outside data networks and the Internet. Just as a
firewall is needed for security on data connections, one is needed for these connections
as well. Telecommunications firewalls are a distinct type of firewall designed to protect
both the PBX and the data connections. The functionality of a telecommunications
firewall is the same as that of a data firewall; it is there to enforce security policies. Tele-
communication security policies can be enforced even to cover hours of phone use to
prevent unauthorized long-distance usage through the implementation of access codes
and/or restricted service hours.

VPN
A virtual private network (VPN) is a construct used to provide a secure communication
channel between users across public networks such as the Internet. As described in
Chapter 3, a variety of techniques can be employed to instantiate a VPN connection. The
use of encryption technologies allows either the data in a packet to be encrypted or the
entire packet to be encrypted. If the data is encrypted, the packets can still be sniffed and
observed between source and destination, but the encryption protects the contents from
inspection. If the entire packet is encrypted, it is then placed into another packet and
sent via tunnel across the public network. Tunneling can protect even the identity of the
communicating parties.

The most common implementation of VPN is via IPsec, a protocol for IP security de-
vised for IPv6. This protocol series was back-fitted into the current IP protocol, IPv4, and
can be implemented in hardware, software, or a combination of both.

IDS
Intrusion detection systems (IDSs) are systems designed to detect, log, and respond to
unauthorized network or host use, both in real time and after the fact. IDSs are available
from a wide selection of vendors and are an essential part of network security. These sys-
tems are implemented in software, but in large systems, dedicated hardware is required
as well. IDSs can be broken into two categories, network-based systems and host-based
systems, and there are two primary methods of detection, signature-based and anom-
aly-based.

Network-based IDS solutions are connected to a segment of the network where they
examine all of the passing packets. Using signatures of known attacks, a network IDS
can observe misuse as it is initiated and, if operating as a firewall, has the ability to stop
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it before it occurs. This approach represents an ideal solution but is hampered by two
facts. First, seldom is all traffic passed over a single segment in a network. The same seg-
mentation used to increase network bandwidth by separating signals across lines im-
pairs an IDS by hiding a portion of the traffic from its view. The second issue is that not
all attacks can be classified according to a signature that can be observed at a packet
level. Although an IDS functioning this way can take care of many attacks, it will miss
some.

To address the network connectivity and segmentation issue, it is common to place
the IDS sensor just outside, or just inside the firewall at the port of entry into the net-
work from the Internet, as shown by the leftmost dashed line in Figure 7-4. This seems
like a solution to the segmentation problem except for two additional issues. Large net-
works can have multiple Internet connections for bandwidth and reliability, and many
remote access protocols employ encryption technology that would hide the contents of
packets from IDS inspection. To solve this problem, multiple network-based IDS sen-
sors must be deployed at critical points inside a network and then the results combined.
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Host-based IDS solutions provide another method for looking at multiple points in a
network. A host-based IDS works by collecting information from all of the servers on
the network. Each server has an agent that collects specific performance and usage pa-
rameters, such as disk usage, network traffic, and CPU utilization and sends these to the
IDS for analysis. The host-based IDS then looks at the collected information and can
spot specific trends that have been shown to correlate with unauthorized use. Alerts to
unusual activity can then be sent to a network monitoring center for investigation. The
main drawback of this type of implementation is simple scaling. Host-based IDSs work
very well in smaller networks, but in large commercial networks with hundreds of active
servers, the ability to monitor all the traffic becomes an issue.

The other method of analyzing traffic or user behavior, the anomaly method, works
by analyzing statistical patterns of usage of a network. Under normal conditions, a pat-
tern of typical network usage is developed and then the system can alert operators to
patterns that substantially deviate from this norm. Although this method is great in
theory, the problem lies in execution. Anomaly detection works well in detecting
large-scale changes and can do so rapidly, even for changes never seen before, the weak-
ness of signatures. But as the level of difference is dialed down to provide finer-grain de-
termination, normal statistical differences such as user behavior, employee movement
between machines, and other normal random behavior forces false alarms. Too many
false alarms render the system unusable, so research into solving this problem is under-
way at many locations.

Network Monitoring/Diagnostic
The computer network itself can be considered a large computer system, with perfor-
mance and operating issues. Just as a computer needs management, monitoring, and
fault resolution, so do networks. The Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)
was developed to perform this function across networks. The idea is to enable a central
monitoring and control center to maintain, configure, and repair network devices, such
as switches and routers, as well as other network services such as firewalls, IDSs, and re-
mote access servers. SNMP has some security limitations, and many vendors have devel-
oped software solutions that sit on top of SNMP, providing better security and better
management tool suites.

The concept of a network operations center (NOC) comes from the old phone com-
pany network days, when central monitoring centers monitored the health of the tele-
phone network and provided interfaces for maintenance and management. This same
concept works well with computer networks, and companies with midsize and larger
networks employ the same philosophy. The NOC allows operators to observe and inter-
act with the network, using the self-reporting and in some cases self-healing nature of
network devices to ensure efficient network operation. Although generally a boring op-
eration under normal conditions, when things start to go wrong, as in the case of a virus
or worm attack, the center can become a busy and stressful place as operators attempt to
return the system to full efficiency while not interrupting existing traffic.

As networks can literally be spread out globally, it is not feasible to have a person go
to each device for control functions. Software enables controllers at NOCs to measure
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the actual performance of network devices and make changes to the configuration and
operation of devices. The ability to make remote connections with this level of function-
ality is both a blessing and a security issue. Although this allows efficient network opera-
tions management, it also is an opportunity for unauthorized entry into a network. For
this reason, a variety of security controls are used, from secondary networks to VPNs and
advanced authentication methods with respect to network control connections.

Network monitoring is an ongoing concern for any significant network. In addition
to monitoring traffic flow and efficiency, monitoring of security is necessary. Intrusion
detection systems act merely as alarms, indicating the possibility of a breach associated
with a specific set of activities. These indications still need to be investigated and an ap-
propriate response initiated by security personnel. Simple items such as port scans may
be ignored by policy, but an actual unauthorized entry into a network router, for in-
stance, would require NOC personnel to take specific actions to limit the potential dam-
age to the system. The coordination of system changes, dynamic network traffic levels,
potential security incidents, and maintenance activities is a daunting task requiring nu-
merous personnel working together in any significant network. Software has been de-
veloped to help manage the information flow required to support these tasks. Such
software can enable remote administration of devices in a standard fashion, so that the
control systems can be devised in a hardware vendor–neutral configuration.

SNMP is the main standard embraced by vendors to permit interoperability. Al-
though SNMP has received a lot of security-related attention of late due to various secu-
rity holes in its implementation, it is still an important part of a security solution
associated with network infrastructure. Many useful tools have security issues; the key is
to understand the limitations and to use the tools within correct boundaries to limit the
risk associated with the vulnerabilities. Blind use of any technology will result in in-
creased risk, and SNMP is no exception. Proper planning, setup, and deployment can
limit exposure to vulnerabilities. Continuous auditing and maintenance of systems
with the latest patches is a necessary part of operations and is essential to maintaining
a secure posture.

Mobile Devices
Mobile devices such as personal digital assistants (PDAs) and mobile phones are the lat-
est devices to join the corporate network. These devices can perform significant business
functions, and in the future, more of them will enter the corporate network and more
work will be performed with them. These devices add several challenges for network ad-
ministrators. When they synchronize their data with that on a workstation or server, the
opportunity exists for viruses and malicious code to be introduced to the network. This
can be a major security gap, as a user may access separate e-mail accounts, one personal,
without antivirus protection, the other corporate. Whenever data is moved from one
network to another via the PDA, the opportunity to put a virus onto the workstation ex-
ists. Although the virus may not affect the PDA or phone, these devices can act as a trans-
mission vector. Currently, at least one vendor offers antivirus protection for PDAs, and
similar protection for phones is not far away.
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Media
The base of communications between devices is the physical layer of the OSI model.
This is the domain of the actual connection between devices, whether by wire, fiber, or
RF waves. The physical layer separates the definitions and protocols required to physi-
cally transmit the signal between boxes from higher-level protocols that deal with the
details of the data itself. There are four common methods of connecting equipment at
the physical layer:

• Coaxial cable

• Twisted-pair cable

• Fiber optics

• Wireless

Coax
Coaxial cable is very familiar to many households as a method of connecting televisions
to VCRs or to satellite or cable services. It is used in these arenas because of its high
bandwidth and shielding capabilities. Compared to standard twisted-pair lines such as
telephone lines, coax is much less prone to outside interference. It is also much more ex-
pensive to run, both from a cost per foot measure and from a cable dimension measure.
Coax costs much more per foot than standard twisted pair and carries only a single cir-
cuit for a large wire diameter.

Ill 7-3

An original design specification for Ethernet connections, coax was used from ma-
chine to machine in early Ethernet implementations. The connectors were easy to use
and ensured good connections, and the limited distance of most office LANs did not
carry a large cost penalty. The original ThickNet specification for Ethernet called for up
to 100 connections over 500 meters at 10 Mbps.

Today, almost all of this older Ethernet specification has been replaced by faster,
cheaper twisted-pair alternatives and the only place one is likely to see coax in a data
network is from the cable box to the cable modem.

A coax connector
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UTP/STP
Twisted-pair wires have all but completely replaced coaxial cables in Ethernet networks.
Twisted-pair wires use the same technology used by the phone company for the move-
ment of electrical signals. Single pairs of twisted wires reduce electrical crosstalk and
electromagnetic interference. Multiple groups of twisted pairs can then be bundled to-
gether in common groups and easily wired between devices.

Twisted pairs come in two types, shielded and unshielded. Shielded twisted-pair
(STP) has a foil shield around the pairs to provide extra shielding from electromagnetic
interference. Unshielded twisted-pair (UTP) relies on the twist to eliminate interference.
UTP has a cost advantage over STP and is usually sufficient for connections except in
very noisy electrical areas.

Ill 7-4

Ill 7-5

A typical 8-wire UTP line

A typical 8-wire STP line
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Ill 7-6

Twisted-pair lines are categorized by the level of data transmission they can support.
There are three current categories in use:

• Category 3 (Cat 3) minimum for voice and 10 Mbps Ethernet

• Category 5 (Cat 5) for 100 Mbps Fast Ethernet

• Category 6 (Cat 6) for Gigabit Ethernet

The standard method for connecting twisted-pair cables is via an 8-pin connector
called an RJ-45 connector. This looks like a standard phone jack connector but is slightly
larger. One nice aspect of twisted-pair cabling is its ease of splicing and changing of con-
nectors. Many a network administrator has made Ethernet cables from stock Cat 5 wire,
two connectors and a crimping tool. This ease of connection is also a security issue, as
twisted-pair cables are very easy to splice into and rogue connections for sniffing could
be made without detection in cable runs. Both coax and fiber are much more difficult to
splice, with both of these needing a tap to connect, and taps are easier to detect.

Fiber
Fiber optic cable uses beams of laser light to connect devices over a thin glass wire. The
biggest advantage to fiber is its bandwidth, with transmission capabilities into the terabits
per second range. Fiber optic cable is what is used to make high-speed connections be-
tween servers and is the backbone medium of the Internet and large networks. For all of
its speed characteristics, fiber has one major drawback—cost.

The cost of using fiber is a two-edged sword. It is cheaper when measured by band-
width to use fiber than competing wired technologies. The length of runs of fiber can be
much longer, and the data capacity of fiber is much higher. But connections to a fiber
are difficult and expensive and fiber is impossible to splice. Making the precise connec-
tion on the end of a fiber optic line is a highly skilled job and is done by specially trained
professionals who maintain a level of proficiency. Once the connector is fitted on the
end, several forms of connectors and blocks are used, as shown in the images that follow.
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Ill 7-7

Ill 7-8

Ill 7-9

Splicing fiber optic is nearly impossible; the solution is to add connectors and con-
nect through a repeater. This adds to the security of fiber in that unauthorized connec-
tions are all but impossible to make. The high cost of connections to fiber and the higher
cost of fiber per foot also make fiber less attractive for the final mile in public networks
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A typical fiber optic fiber and terminator

Another type of fiber terminator

A connector block for fiber optic lines
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where users are connected to the public switching systems. For this reason, cable compa-
nies use coax and DSL providers use twisted pairs to handle the last-mile scenario.

Unguided Media
Electromagnetic waves have been transmitted to convey signals literally since the incep-
tion of radio. Unguided media is a phrase used to cover all transmission media not
guided by wire, fiber, or other constraints; it includes radio frequency (RF), infrared
(IR), and microwave methods. Unguided media have one attribute in common, that
they are unguided and as such can travel to many machines simultaneously. Transmis-
sion patterns may be modulated by antennas, but the target machine can be one of
many in a reception zone. As such, security principles are even more critical, as they
must assume that an unauthorized user has access to the signal.

Infrared
Infrared (IR) is a band of electromagnetic energy just beyond the red end of the visible
spectrum. IR has been used in remote control devices for years and has the property that
it cannot penetrate walls but instead bounces off them. IR made its debut in computer
networking as a wireless method to connect to printers. Now there are wireless key-
boards, wireless mice, PDAs exchanging data via IR—it seems to be everywhere. IR can
also be used to connect devices in a network configuration, but a drawback is that it is
slow compared to other wireless technologies. It also suffers from not being able to pen-
etrate solid objects, so stack a few items in front of the transceiver and the signal is lost.

RF/Microwave
The use of radio frequency (RF) waves to carry communication signals goes back to the
beginning of the twentieth century. Radio frequency (RF) waves are a common method
of communicating in a wireless world. RF waves use a variety of frequency bands, each
with special characteristics. The term microwave is used to describe a specific portion of
the RF spectrum that is used for communication as well as other tasks such as cooking.

Point-to-point microwave links have been installed by many network providers to
carry communications over long distances and rough terrain. Microwave communica-
tions of telephone conversations were the basis for forming the telecommunication
company MCI. Many different frequencies are used in the microwave bands for many
different purposes. Today, home users can use wireless networking throughout their
house and enable laptops to surf the Web while walking between rooms. Corporate us-
ers are experiencing the same phenomenon, with wireless networking enabling corpo-
rate users to check e-mail on laptops while riding a shuttle bus on a business campus.
These wireless solutions carry the information via microwaves; they are covered in detail
in Chapter 3.

One key feature of microwave communications is that microwave RF energy can pen-
etrate reasonable amounts of building structure. This allows one to connect network de-
vices in separate rooms and can remove the constraints on equipment location imposed
by fixed wiring. Another key feature is broadcast capability. By its nature, RF energy is
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unguided and can be received by multiple users simultaneously. Microwaves allow mul-
tiple users access in a limited area, and microwave systems are seeing application as the
last mile of the Internet in dense metropolitan areas. Point-to-multipoint microwave
devices can deliver data communication to all the business users in a downtown metro-
politan area through rooftop antennas, reducing the need for expensive building-to-
building cables. Just as microwaves carry cell phone and other data communications,
the same technologies offer a method to bridge the last-mile solution. The “last mile”
problem is the connection of individual consumers to a backbone, an expensive propo-
sition because of the sheer number of connections and unshared line at this point in a
network. Again, cost is an issue, as transceiving equipment is expensive, but in densely
populated areas, such as apartments and office buildings in metropolitan areas, the user
density can help defray individual costs. Speed on commercial microwave links can ex-
ceed 10 Gbps, so speed is not a problem for connecting multiple users, or for high-
bandwidth applications.

Security Concerns for Transmission Media
The primary security concern for a system administrator has to be preventing physical ac-
cess to a server by an unauthorized individual. Such access will almost always spell disas-
ter, for with direct access and the correct tools, any system can be broken into. One of the
next major concerns should be preventing unfettered access to a network connection. Ac-
cess to switches and routers is almost as bad as direct access to a server, and access to net-
work connections would rank third in terms of worst-case scenarios. To prevent such
access is costly, yet the cost of replacing a server because of theft is also costly.

Physical Security
A balanced approach is the most sensible approach when addressing physical security,
and this applies to transmission media as well. Keeping network switch rooms secure
and cable runs secure seems obvious, but cases of using janitorial closets for this vital
business purpose abound. One of the keys to mounting a successful attack on a network
is information. Usernames, passwords, server locations—all of these can be obtained if
someone has the ability to observe network traffic, in a process called sniffing. A sniffer
can record all the network traffic, and this data can be mined for accounts, passwords,
and traffic content, all of which may be useful to an unauthorized user. Many common
scenarios exist when unauthorized entry to a network occurs, including:

• Insertion of a node and functionality that is not authorized on the network,
such as a sniffer device or unauthorized wireless access point

• Modifying firewall security policies

• Modifying ACLs for firewalls, switches, or routers

• Modifying network devices to echo traffic to an external node
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One starting point for many intrusions is the first scenario, insertion of an unautho-
rized sniffer into the network, with the fruits of its labors driving the remaining unau
thorized activities. The best first effort is to physically secure the actual network equip-
ment to prevent this type of intrusion.

Network devices and transmission media become targets because they are dispersed
through an organization and physical security of many dispersed items can be difficult to
manage. This work is not glamorous and has been likened to guarding plumbing. The dif-
ference is that in the case of network infrastructure, unauthorized physical access strikes at
one of the most vulnerable points and, in many cases, is next to impossible to detect.
Locked doors and equipment racks are easy to implement, yet this step is frequently over-
looked. Raised floors, cable runs, closets—there are many places to hide an unauthorized
device. Add to this the fact that a large percentage of unauthorized users have a direct con-
nection to the target of the unauthorized use—they are employees, students, or the like.
Twisted pair and coax make it easy to tap into a network without signaling one’s presence.
A person with talent can make such a tap without interrupting network traffic.

Although limiting physical access is difficult, it is essential. The least level of skill is
still more than sufficient to accomplish unauthorized entry into a network if physical
access to the network signals is allowed. This is one factor driving many organizations to
use fiber optics, for these are much more difficult to tap. Although many tricks can be
employed with switches and VLANs to increase security, it is still essential to prevent un-
authorized contact with the network equipment.

Wireless networks make the intruder’s task even easier, as they take the network to
the users, authorized or not. A new technique, called war-driving, involves using a lap-
top and software to find wireless networks from outside the premises. A typical use of
war-driving is to locate a wireless network with poor (or no) security and obtain free
Internet access, but the other uses can be more devastating. Methods for securing even
the relatively weak WEP protocol are not difficult; they are just typically not followed. A
simple solution is to place a firewall between the wireless access point and the rest of the
network and authenticate users before allowing entry, even if the encryption setup
matches the WEP setup. Home users can do the same thing to prevent neighbors from
“sharing” their Internet connections. To ensure that unauthorized traffic does not enter
your network through a wireless access point, you must either use a firewall with an au-
thentication system or establish a VPN.

Removable Media
One task common to all computer users is storage of data. Sometimes this storage occurs
on a file server; sometimes it is on movable media, allowing it to be transported between
machines. Moving storage media represents a security risk from a couple of different an-
gles, the first being the potential loss of control over the data on the moving media. Sec-
ond is the risk of introducing unwanted items, such as a virus or a worm, when the media
are attached back to a network. There are methods of combating both of these issues,
through policies and software. The key is to ensure they are occurring. To describe media-
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specific issues, it is easiest to divide the media into three categories: magnetic, optical, and
electronic.

Magnetic Media
Magnetic media store data through the rearrangement of magnetic particles on a nonmag-
netic substrate. Common forms include hard drives, floppy disks, Zip disks, and magnetic
tape. Although the specific format may differ, the basic concept is the same. All of these
devices share some common characteristics. Each has sensitivity to external magnetic
fields. Attach a floppy disk to the refrigerator door with a magnet if you wish to test the
sensitivity. They are also affected by high temperatures as in fires, and by exposure to water.

Hard Drives
Hard drives used to be large machines in mainframes. Now they can be found small
enough to attach to PDAs and small handheld devices. The concepts remain the same
among all of them: a spinning patter rotates the magnetic media beneath heads that
read the patterns in the oxide coating. As drives have gotten smaller and rotation speeds
increased, the capacities have also grown. Today gigabytes can be stored in a device
slightly larger than a bottle cap. Portable hard drives in the 20–120GB range are now
available and affordable, some for less than $300.

Ill 7-10

Diskettes
Floppy disks were the industry’s first attempt at portable magnetic media. The movable
medium was placed in a protective sleeve, and the drive remained in the machine. Ca-
pacities up to 1.4MB were achieved, but the fragility of the device as the size increased,
as well as competing media, has rendered floppies almost obsolete. A better floppy, the
Zip disk from Iomega Corporation, improved on the floppy with a stronger case and
higher capacity (100MB and 250MB); it has become a common backup and file transfer
medium. But even the increased size of 250MB is not large enough for some multimedia
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files, and recordable optical (CD-R) drives have arrived to fill the gap; they will be dis-
cussed shortly in this chapter.

Ill 7-11

Tape
Magnetic tape has had a place in computer centers since the beginning of computing.
The primary use has been bulk offline storage and backup. Tape functions well in this
role because of its low cost. The disadvantage of tape is its nature as a serial access me-
dium, making it a slow medium to work with for large quantities of data. Several types
of magnetic tape are in use today, ranging from quarter inch to digital linear tape (DLT)
and digital audio tape (DAT). These cartridges can hold upward of 60GB of compressed
data. Tapes are still a major concern from a security perspective, as they are still used to
back up many types of computer systems. The security concern is over the physical pro-
tection afforded the tapes, for if they were stolen, then an unauthorized user could es-
tablish a network and recover your data on his system, where he has access to it all.
Offsite storage is needed for proper disaster recovery protection, but secure offsite stor-
age and transport is what is really needed. This important issue is frequently overlooked
in many facilities.

Ill 7-12
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Optical Media
Optical media are characterized by the use of a laser to read data stored on a physical de-
vice. Rather than a magnetic head picking up magnetic marks on a disk, a laser picks up
deformities embedded in the media that contain the information. As with magnetic
media, optical media can be read/write, although the read-only version is still more
common.

CD-R/DVD
The compact disc (CD) took the music industry by storm, and then it took the computer
industry by storm as well. A digital record, a standard CD holds over 640MB of data. A
newer form, the digital video disc (DVD), can hold almost 4GB of data. These new de-
vices operate as optical storage, with little marks burned in them to represent 1’s and 0’s
on a microscopic scale. The most common type of CD is the read-only version, where
the data is written to the disc once and only to read afterward. This has become a popu-
lar method for distributing computer software, although recently higher-capacity DVDs
have begun to replace CDs for program distribution.

Ill 7-13

A second-generation device, the recordable compact disc (CD-R), allows users to cre-
ate their own CDs using a burner device in their PC and special software. This has en-
abled users to back up data, make their own audio CDs, and use CDs as high-capacity
diskettes. Their relatively low cost (less than 50 cents each in bulk) has made it econom-
ical to use them only once. CDs have a thin layer of aluminum inside the plastic, upon
which bumps are burned by the laser when recorded. CD-Rs use a reflective layer, such
as gold, upon which a dye is placed that changes upon impact by the recording laser. A
newer type, CD-RW, has a different dye that allows discs to be erased and reused. The
cost of the media increases from CD to CD-R to CD-RW.

DVDs may in the future occupy the same role that CDs have in the recent past, except
that they hold over seven times the data of a CD. This makes full-length movie recording
possible on a single disc. The increased capacity comes from finer tolerances and the fact
that DVDs can hold data on both sides. Formats for burners to allow home burning of
DVDs are still in their infancy, with a couple of competing formats available. They have
raised digital rights management issues as well, to prevent the copying of digital media
such as movies.
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Electronic Media
The latest form of removable media is electronic memory. Electronic circuits of static
memory, which can retain data even without power, fill a niche where high density and
small size are needed. Primarily used in audio devices and digital cameras, these elec-
tronic media come in a variety of vendor-specific types, such as Smart Cards, Smart
Media, Flash Cards, Memory Sticks, and CompactFlash devices. Several recent
photo-quality color printers have been released with ports to accept the cards directly,
so that a computer is not required for printing. Computer readers are also available to
permit storing data from the card onto hard drives and other media in a computer. The
size of storage on these devices ranges from 16MB to 256MB, with 512MB on the
horizon.

Ill 7-14

Ill 7-15

Although they are primarily used for photos and music, there is nothing to prevent
these devices from moving any digital data from one machine to another. To a machine,
equipped with a connector port, these look like any other file storage location. Being
able to hold 256MB on a chip the size of a postage stamp and 1/8-inch thick brings a lot
of uses to mind. Cost is still fairly high, with a 256MB card costing $75, but it wasn’t so
many years ago we would have gladly paid that for a hard drive with the same capacity
but a significantly larger footprint.

These devices can be connected to a system through a special reader or directly via a
USB port. In newer PC systems, a USB boot device is being used to replace the older
floppy drive. These devices are small, can hold a significant amount of data, up to 2GB at
time of writing, and are easy to move from machine to machine. Another novel interface
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is a mouse that has a slot for a memory stick. This dual-purpose device conserves space,
conserves USB ports, and is intuitively easy to use. You put the memory stick in the
mouse and use the mouse normally. When you are finished, you take the stick with you.
The mouse works with or without the memory stick; it is just a convenient device to use
for a portal.

Security Topologies
Networks are different than single servers; networks exist as connections of multiple de-
vices. A key characteristic of a network is its layout, or topology. A proper network topol-
ogy takes security into consideration and assists in “building security” into the network.
Security-related topologies include separating portions of the network by use and func-
tion, strategically designing in points to monitor for IDS systems, building in redun-
dancy, and adding fault-tolerant aspects.

Security Zones
The first aspect of security is a layered defense. Just as a castle has a moat, an outside
wall, an inside wall, and even a keep, so too does a modern secure network have its dif-
ferent layers. Different zones are designed to provide layers of defense, with the outer-
most layers providing basic protection and the innermost layers providing the highest
level of protection. A constant issue is that accessibility tends to be inversely related to
level of protection, so it is harder to provide complete protection and unfettered access
at the same time. Trade-offs between access and security are handled through zones,
with successive zones guarded by firewalls enforcing ever increasingly strict security pol-
icies. The outermost zone is the Internet, a free area, beyond any specific controls. Be-
tween the inner secure corporate network and the Internet is an area where machines are
considered at risk. This zone has come to be called the DMZ, after its military counter-
part, the demilitarized zone, where neither side has any specific controls. Once inside
the inner secure network, separate branches are frequently carved out to provide specific
functionality; under this heading, we will discuss intranets, extranets, and virtual LANs.

DMZ
The demilitarized zone, or DMZ, is a military term for ground separating two opposing
forces, by agreement and for the purpose of acting as a buffer between the two sides. A
DMZ in a computer network is used in exactly the same way; it acts as a buffer zone be-
tween the Internet, where no controls exist, and the inner secure network, where an or-
ganization has security policies in place (see Figure 7-5). To demarcate the zones and
enforce separation, a firewall is used on each side of the DMZ. The area between these
firewalls is accessible from either the inner, secure, network or the Internet. Figure 7-5 il-
lustrates these zones as caused by firewall placement. The firewalls are specifically de-
signed to prevent access across the DMZ directly, from the Internet to the inner, secure,
network.
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Special attention should be paid to the security settings of network devices placed in
the DMZ, and they should be considered at all times to be compromised to unautho-
rized use. A common industry term, hardened operating system, applies to machines
where special attention is paid to locking down the functionality to preserve security.
This approach needs to be applied to the machines in the DMZ, and although it limits
functionality, it enables them to work properly in this less-secure environment.

Many types of servers belong in this area, including web servers that are serving con-
tent to Internet users, as well as remote access servers and external e-mail servers. In
general, any server directly accessed from the outside, untrusted Internet zone needs to
be in the DMZ. Other servers should not be placed in the DMZ. Domain name servers
for your inner, trusted, network should not be accessible from the outside, nor should
the database servers that house corporate databases. Application servers, file servers,
print servers—all of the standard servers used in the trusted network should be behind
both firewalls. And not just the servers, but the routers and switches that connect these
machines together.

The idea behind the use of the DMZ topology is to force a user to make at least one
hop in the DMZ before accessing information inside the trusted network. If the outside
user makes a request for a resource from the trusted network, say a data element from
a database via a web page, then this request needs to follow the following scenario:

1. A user from the untrusted network (the Internet) requests data via a web page
from a web server in the DMZ.

2. The web server in the DMZ requests the data from the application server, which
can be in the DMZ or in the inner, trusted network.

3. The application server requests the data from the database server in the trusted
network.
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4. The database server returns the data to the requesting application server.

5. The application server returns the data to the requesting web server.

6. The web server returns the data to the requesting user from the untrusted
network.

This separation accomplishes two specific, independent tasks. First, the user is sepa-
rated from the request for data on a secure network. By having intermediaries do the re-
questing, this layered approach allows significant security levels to be enforced. Users
do not have direct access or control over their requests, and this filtering process can put
controls in place. Second, scalability is more easily realized. The multiple-server solu-
tion can be made to be very scalable to literally millions of users, without slowing down
any particular layer.

Internet
The Internet is the name given to the worldwide connection of networks. This network
can be used to transport e-mail, files, financial records, remote access—you name it, and
the Internet carries it today from one network to another. A formal way of looking at the
Internet is not as a single network, but as a series of interconnected networks that allow
protocols to operate to enable data to flow across it. This means that even if your network
doesn’t have direct contact with a resource, as long as a neighbor, or a neighbor’s neigh-
bor, etc., can get there, so can you. This large mesh allows users almost infinite ability to
communicate between systems.

Because everything and everyone can access this interconnected mesh and it is out-
side of your control and ability to enforce security policies, the Internet should be con-
sidered to be untrusted. A firewall should exist at any connection between your trusted
network and the Internet. This is not to imply that the Internet is a bad thing—it is a
great resource for all networks and adds significant functionality to our computing envi-
ronments. It is just not an area where you can use your own security policies and trust
content or identities.

The term World Wide Web (WWW) is frequently used synonymously with the term
Internet, but it actually is just one set of services available via the Internet. WWW is more
specifically the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)–based services that are made avail-
able over the Internet. This can include a variety of actual services and content, includ-
ing text files, pictures, streaming audio and video, even viruses and worms.

Intranet
The intranet is a term used to describe a network that has the same functionality as the
Internet for users but lies completely inside the trusted area of a network and is under
the security control of the system and network administrators. Typically referred to as
campus or corporate networks, intranets are used everyday in companies around the
world. An intranet allows a developer and a user the full set of protocols, HTTP, FTP, in-
stant messaging, etc., that is offered on the Internet, but with the added advantage of
trust from the network. Content on web servers on intranets by definition is not avail-
able over the Internet to untrusted users. This layer of security offers a significant
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amount of control and regulation, allowing users to fulfill business functionality while
ensuring security.

Should information need to be made available to outside users, two methods exist.
Duplication onto machines in the DMZ can place the material in a position to be made
available for other users. Proper security checks and controls can be made prior to dupli-
cating the material to ensure security policies concerning specific data availability are
being followed. The other method to extend distribution is through the use of extranets,
which are the publishing of material to trusted partners.

Should users inside the intranet require access to information from the Internet, then
a proxy server can be used to mask the requestor’s location. This helps secure the
intranet from outside mapping of its actual topology. All Internet requests go to the
proxy server. If a request passes filtering requirements, the proxy server, assuming it is
also a cache server, looks in its local cache of previously downloaded web pages. If it
finds the page in its cache, it returns the page to the requestor without needing to send
the request to the Internet. If the page is not in the cache, the proxy server, acting as a cli-
ent on behalf of the user, uses one of its own IP addresses to request the page from the
Internet. When the page is returned, the proxy server relates it to the original request and
forwards it on to the user. This masks the user’s IP address from the Internet. Proxy serv-
ers can perform several functions for a firm; for example, they can monitor traffic re-
quests, eliminating improper requests, i.e., inappropriate content for work. They can
also act as a cache server, cutting down on outside network requests for the same object.
Finally, proxy servers protect the identity of internal IP addresses, although this function
can also be done through a router or firewall using NAT.

Extranet
An extranet is an extension of a selected portion of a company’s intranet to external part-
ners. This allows a business to share information with customers, suppliers, partners,
and other trusted groups while using a common set of Internet protocols to facilitate op-
erations. Extranets can use public networks to extend their reach beyond a company’s
own internal network, and some form of security, typically VPN, is used to secure this
channel. The use of the term extranet implies both privacy and security. Privacy is re-
quired for many communications, and security is needed to prevent unauthorized use
and events from occurring. Both of these functions can be achieved through the use of
technologies described in this chapter and other chapters in this book. Proper firewall
management, remote access, encryption, authentication, secure tunnels across public
networks—these are all methods used to ensure privacy and security for extranets.

VLANs
A local area network (LAN) is a set of devices with similar functionality and similar com-
munication needs, typically collocated and operated off a single switch. This is the low-
est level of a network hierarchy and defines the domain for certain protocols at the
data-link layer for communication. Virtual local area networks (VLANs) are a method of
using a single switch and dividing it into multiple broadcast domains and/or multiple
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network segments. This is a very powerful technique that allows significant network
flexibility, scalability, and performance. VLANs are implemented at a switch level and
are often combined with a technique known as trunking.

Trunking
Trunking is the process of spanning a single VLAN across multiple switches. A
trunk-based connection between switches allows packets from a single VLAN to travel
between switches, as shown in Figure 7-6. Two trunks exist in Figure 7-6, VLAN 10 is im-
plemented with one trunk and VLAN 20 is implemented by the other. Hosts on different
VLANs cannot communicate using trunks and are switched across the switch network.
Trunks enable network administrators to set up VLANs across multiple switches with
minimal effort. With a combination of trunks and VLANs, network administrators can
subnet a network by user functionality without respect to host location on the network
or recabling machines.

Security Implications
VLANs have several security implications. First and foremost is the ability to divide a
single network into multiple subnets based on functionality. This would permit engi-
neering and accounting to share a switch because of proximity and yet have separate
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traffic domains. The physical placement of equipment and cables is logically and pro-
grammatically separated so adjacent ports on a switch can reference separate subnets.
This prevents unauthorized use of physically close devices through separate subnets, but
the same equipment. VLANs also allow a network administrator to define a VLAN that
has no users and map all of the unused ports to this VLAN. Then if an unauthorized user
should gain access to the equipment, they will be unable to use unused ports, as those
ports will be securely defined to nothing.

CAUTION Trunks and VLANs also have security implications that need to
be heeded so that firewalls and other segmentation devices are not breached
through their use. They also require understanding of their use to prevent an
unauthorized user from reconfiguring them to gain undetected access to secure
portions of a network.

NAT
Network Address Translation (NAT) is a method for using two sets of IP addresses for re-
sources, one for internal use and a different one for external (Internet) use. NAT was de-
veloped as a solution to the rapid depletion of IP addresses in the IPv4 address space; it
has since became an Internet standard (see RFC 1631 for details). NAT is used to trans-
late between the two addressing schemes and is typically performed at a firewall or
router. This permits enterprises to use the nonroutable private IP address space inter-
nally and reduce the number of external IP addresses used across the Internet.

There are three sets of IP addresses that are defined as nonroutable. By definition,
nonroutable addresses will not be routed across the Internet. These addresses are
routable internally and routers can be set to route them, but the routers across the
Internet are set to discard packets sent to these addresses. This approach enables a sepa-
ration of internal and external traffic and allows these addresses to be reused by anyone
and everyone who wishes to do so. The three address spaces are:

Class A 10.0.0.0 – 10.255.255.255

Class B 172.16.0.0 – 172.31.255.255

Class C 192.168.0.0 – 192.168.255.255

The use of these addresses inside a network is unrestricted, and they function like any
other IP addresses. When outside, i.e., Internet-provided resources are needed for one of
these addresses, NAT is required to produce a valid external IP address for the resource.
NAT operates by translating the address when traffic passes the NAT device, such as a
firewall. The external addresses used are not mappable 1:1 to the internal addresses, for
this would defeat the purpose of reuse and address space conservation. Typically, a pool
of external IP addresses is used by the NAT device, with the device keeping track of
which internal address is using which external address at any given time. This provides a
significant layer of security, as it makes it difficult to map the internal network structure
behind a firewall and directly address it from the outside. NAT is one of the methods for
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enforcing perimeter security by forcing users to access resources through defined path-
ways such as firewalls and gateway servers.

To accomplish NAT, several different techniques are used. Static NAT is where there is
a 1:1 binding of external address to internal address; it is needed for services where exter-
nal sources reference internal sources, such as web servers or e-mail servers. For DMZ
resources that reference outside resources, addresses can be shared, through dynamic
NAT. In dynamic NAT, a table is constructed and used by the edge device to manage the
translation. As the address translation can change over time, the table changes as well.
Even finer-grained control can be obtained through port address translation (PAT),
where actual TCP/UDP ports are translated as well. This will enable a single external IP
address to serve two internal IP addresses through the use of ports. Resources that need
long-running NAT, but only specific ports, for instance, a web server on port 80 or
e-mail on port 25, can share a single external IP, conserving resources.

Tunneling
Tunneling is a method of packaging packets so that they can traverse a network in a se-
cure, confidential manner. Tunneling involves encapsulating packets within packets,
enabling dissimilar protocols to coexist in a single communication stream, as in IP traf-
fic routed over an ATM network. Tunneling also can provide significant measures of se-
curity and confidentiality through encryption and encapsulation methods. The best
example of this is the VPN method, where a virtual private network is established over a
public network through the use of a tunnel, as shown in Figure 7-7, connecting a firm’s
Boston office to its NYC office.

Assume a company has multiple locations and decides to use the public Internet to
connect the networks at these locations. To make these connections secure from outside
unauthorized use, the company can employ a VPN connection between the different
networks. On each network, an edge device, usually a router, connects to another edge
device on the other network. Then using IPsec protocols, these routers establish a secure,
encrypted path between them. This securely encrypted set of packets cannot be read by
outside routers; only the addresses of the edge routers are visible. This arrangement thus
acts as a tunnel across the public Internet and establishes a private connection, secure
from outside snooping or use.

Because of ease of use, low-cost hardware, and strong security, tunnels and the
Internet are a combination that will see more use in the future. IPsec, VPN, and tunnels
will become a major set of tools for users requiring secure network connections across
public segments of networks.
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Figure 7-7 Tunneling across a public network
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Chapter Review
This chapter covered a wide range of topics—from devices, to media, to topologies—
and showed you how to use these items together to create secure networks. These are all
complementary items, and each can support the other in an effort to build a secure net-
work structure. Designing a secure network begins with defining a topology and then
laying out the necessary components. Separate the pieces using firewalls with clearly de-
fined security policies. Use devices and media to the advantage of the overall network
design and implement usable subnets with VLANs. Use encryption and encapsulation
to secure communications of public segments to enable extranets and cross-Internet
company traffic. Use items such as intrusion detection systems and firewalls to keep un-
authorized users out and monitor activity. Taken together, these pieces can make a secure
network that is efficient, manageable, and effective.

Questions

1. An extranet could be considered an extension of a company’s network to
include which of the following?

A. Internet-based customers

B. Suppliers

C. Salespersons for the company

D. System administrators

2. UTP cables are terminated for Ethernet using what type of connector?

A. A BNC plug

B. An Ethernet connector

C. A standard phone jack connector

D. An RJ-45 connector

3. Coaxial cable carries how many physical channels?

A. Two

B. Four

C. One

D. None of the above

4. NAT is found on which types of devices in a network?

A. Routers and firewalls

B. NICs

C. Switches

D. Hubs
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5. Trunking is associated with which of the following?

A. VLANs

B. IPsec

C. Routers

D. NAT

6. The purpose of twisting the wires in twisted-pair circuits is to

A. Increase speed

B. Increase bandwidth

C. Reduce crosstalk

D. Allow easier tracing

7. The shielding in STP acts as

A. A physical barrier strengthening the cable

B. A ground to reduce interference

C. An amplifier allowing longer connections

D. None of the above

8. The purpose of a DMZ in a network is to

A. Provide easy connections to the Internet without an interfering firewall

B. Allow server farms to be divided into similar functioning entities

C. Provide a place to lure and capture hackers

D. Act as a buffer between untrusted and trusted networks

9. One of the greatest concerns addressed by physical security is to prevent
unauthorized connections having what intent?

A. Sniffing

B. Spoofing

C. Data diddling

D. Free network access

10. SNMP is a protocol used for which of the following functions?

A. Secure e-mail

B. Secure encryption of network packets

C. Remote access to user workstations

D. Remote access to network infrastructure

11. Firewalls can use which of the following in their operation?

A. Stateful packet inspection

B. Port blocking to deny specific services
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C. NAT to hide internal IP addresses

D. All of the above

12. SMTP is a protocol used for which of the following functions?

A. E-mail

B. Secure encryption of network packets

C. Remote access to user workstations

D. None of the above

13. Microwave communications are limited by

A. Speed—the maximum for microwave circuits is 1 Gbps

B. Cost—microwaves take a lot of energy to generate

C. Line of sight—microwaves don’t propagate over the horizon

D. Lack of standard operation protocols for widespread use

14. NAT is used for which of the following functions:

A. To bind multiple machines to a single IP address

B. To eliminate the need for a firewall on a network

C. To mask IP addresses within a network

D. To resolve IP addressing errors upon arrival at the firewall

15. VLANs use which of the following methods to achieve their objective
purpose in a network?

A. Security associations

B. Encryption of network packets

C. Tunneling across network boundaries

D. Trunking to combine circuits

Answers

1. B. An extranet is an extension of a company’s network to include selected firms
such as suppliers.

2. D. The standard connector for UTP in an Ethernet network is the RJ-45
connector. An RJ-45 is much larger than a standard phone connector.

3. C. A coaxial connector carries one wire, one physical circuit.

4. A. Routers and firewalls can both perform network address translation
functions.

5. A. Trunking is the process of spanning a single VLAN across multiple switches.

6. C. The twist in twisted-pair wires is to reduce crosstalk between wires.
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7. B. The shielding on STP is for grounding and reducing interference.

8. D. The purpose of the DMZ is to act as a buffer zone. Honeypots are used to
lure and catch hackers. DMZs typically have firewalls on both sides, and the
mix of servers is just that: a mix of functions inside the DMZ.

9. A. Sniffing is the greatest threat, for passwords and accounts can be captured
and used later.

10. D. The Simple Network Management Protocol is used to control network
devices from a central control location.

11. D. Firewalls can do all of these things.

12. A. SMTP, the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol, is used to move e-mail across
a network.

13. C. Microwave energy is a line-of-sight transmission medium; hence, towers
must not be spaced too far apart or the horizon will block transmissions.

14. C. NAT performs IP address translation, masking internal IP addresses from
outside users.

15. D. VLANs use trunking to span several switches.
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